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Gilbert W. Speed • Conference Chairman

Gilbert Speed has spent almost 50 years in the aviation industry. He started as a student
apprentice in 1952 at The Bristol Aeroplane Company (now part of BAE SYSTEMS). In
1957 he moved to the US and worked as a Development Engineer on new aircraft for Eastern
Airlines, working on the DC-8 and Lockheed Electra. In 1959, he joined Pan Am as a Structures
Engineer, and later an Aeronautical Engineer. At Pan Am he worked on the specifications for
the 727, 707 Freighter, Concorde, and Dassault Fanjet Falcon.

He left Pan Am in 1965 to become VP Marketing for Tridair Industries in California. In 1968,
he founded Transequip (now part of Telair International), which manufactures composite
panels, cargo and baggage containers and cargo systems; he sold his interests in 1978.

Mr. Speed founded SPEEDNEWS in 1979, and in 1991, launched SPEEDNEWS DEFENSE
BIWEEKLY. In 1987, he started the first conference dedicated to briefing suppliers.

Aaron J. Gellman, Professor • Northwestern University
Aaron Gellman, a noted transportation economist and founder of Gellman Research Associates,
Inc. consulting firm, joined the faculty of Northwestern University Kellogg Graduate School
of Management in 1992 as professor of management and strategy. He also holds an appointment
as professor of industrial engineering at the Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science. He was Director of NU’s Transportation Center for eight years.

Prof. Gellman's recent projects include an economic and financial review of Airbus; a study
of the disbenefits arising from restrictions on all-cargo air carriers in Hong Kong; and a study
of the privatization of airports in a developing nation.

Prof. Gellman is a member of the American Economic Association; Transportation Research
Forum; Transportation Research Board; American Railway Engineering Association; and
the Pennsylvania Conference of Economists. He is also a Fellow of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.

Philippe Jarry, Vice President-Product Evaluation • Airbus
Philippe Jarry began his career in commercial aerospace in 1976, joining the Snecma
Commercial Division of E-Snecma engine programs.  He spent three years as a Sales Manager
for CFM International, promoting DC-8-70s and 737-300s in Europe.

In 1981, he joined Airbus as Senior Airline Marketing Executive, and in 1984 became Sales
Area Director, conducting sales campaigns in Europe, including launches of the A330, A340,
A321 and A319. He was appointed VP Marketing in 1994, and his responsibilities included
product marketing, airline marketing, market research and forecast. In 1996, he was appointed
VP Market Development A3XX with the task of involving the airlines in the pre-development
phase of the project, up to program launch. After the launch of the A380 in December 2000,
he was appointed VP Product Evaluation in the Product Policy group of Airbus.

Mr. Jarry, who served one year in the French Air Force  as an Intelligence Officer in a Recce
Squadron, has a degree in International Economics from Georgetown University.

James A. Haas, Regional Director-Product Marketing • Boeing
Jim Haas is responsible for demonstrating to airlines how Boeing aircraft can satisfy their
technical, operational, and economic needs. In this capacity he covers all Boeing commercial
airplane programs. He is also responsible for bringing airline requirements for new and
derivative aircraft back to Boeing’s product development and product strategy teams.

Haas joined the product marketing department in 1997. Prior to that assignment, he was
responsible for airplane performance support for all Boeing jetliners to the Sales, Marketing
and Contracts organizations for sales campaigns in Asia-Pacific.

He began his career at Boeing in 1979 as a configuration design engineer in the 757
aerodynamics organization. Since then, he has held various assignments in aircraft design
and performance in 757 and 777 divisions, and in support of product development activities.

He has a BS and MS in aeronautical and astronautical engineering from Purdue University.
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Orlando Neto, Director-Market Intelligence • Embraer

Orlando Neto began his career at Pratt & Whitney Canada as a trainee engineer, and later
moved on to Embraer as a Planning Engineer.

Since his first management assignment in 1990, he has managed several areas including
Program’s Planning and Control, Commercial and new Business Proposals, and Information
Systems Development.

After Embraer’s privatization in December 1994, he was named Corporate Planning Senior
Manager, and is currently Director of Market Intelligence.

Mr. Neto graduated from ITA-Aeronautical Institute of Technology in Mechanical-Aeronautical
Engineering in 1983, and received an MBA from University of Sao Paulo in 1998.

Alan Stiley, Vice President-Marketing • Fairchild Dornier
Alan Stiley joined Fairchild Dornier in November 2000, and has worldwide responsibility
for the company’s marketing activities.

His aviation career started with British Aircraft Corporation and includes positions with
Saudi Arabian Airlines in Jeddah and Airbus in France. In 1989 he moved to Virginia to
take up a position with British Aerospace (now BAE SYSTEMS), and he was recently
responsible for its RJ sales and marketing in the Americas.

Born in England, Mr. Stiley graduated from Imperial College London with a BS
(Engineering) in Aeronautical Engineering. He is a member of the British Institute of
Mechanical Engineers and the Royal Aeronautical Society.

John P. Holding, Executive Vice President • Bombardier Aerospace

John Holding was born in Preston, Lancashire, England in 1943, and joined British Aerospace
(then English Electric Aviation) as a student apprentice in 1962, which he completed in 1967.
During that time he earned an MS in Mechanical Engineering at Manchester University.

He worked for British Aerospace until 1979, where he was involved in the design and
development of powered flight control systems for the Jaguar and Tornado aircraft.

He then joined Canadair as a Senior Staff Specialist, and has been involved in the development
of all Canadair aircraft programs. In May 1990, he was appointed VP-Engineering, and in
1996 was named to his current position.

Joe Leonard • Chairman & CEO • AirTran Airways
Joe Leonard joined AirTran Airways in January 1999. A 30-year veteran of the commercial
air transport industry, Leonard most recently served as President and CEO of AlliedSignal,
Inc.’s Aerospace Marketing, Sales & Service organization. Leonard joined AlliedSignal in
September 1993 to head Marketing, Sales & Service where he was credited with improving
customer satisfaction for the aerospace unit and leading growth strategy for the company.
He was also a Senior Vice President of AlliedSignal, Inc., and a member of the corporation’s
Executive Council.

Prior to joining AlliedSignal, Leonard held a wide range of executive positions. These included
Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Air Lines as well as a number of key management
positions at American Airlines, Northwest Airlines and the Boeing Company.

Leonard received his BS in Aerospace Engineering from Auburn University, and maintains
residences in Orlando, Florida and Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Duncan Alexander joined Aerospan.com in October 2000. Based in London, UK, he is
responsible for driving forward and positioning the organization.
Before joining Aerospan, he was senior consultant, global aviation practice at
PricewaterhouseCoopers, where he managed the production of a global study in
implementation issues associated with e-business. Additionally, his work covered the
development and implementation of Internet online booking engines and a revised distribution
strategy for Aer Lingus.
Duncan also spent eight years with Galileo International in a variety of capacities including
Director, distributor sales and marketing Europe; Director, southern Europe; and Managing
Director, Galileo España.
Alexander holds a bachelor’s degree in geography from Kings College, London, and also
possesses the Chartered Institute of Marketing senior manager's diploma in marketing.

Duncan Alexander, Chief Executive Officer • Aerospan

Andy Fedak, Chief Executive Officer • Avolo

Andrew Fedak, co-founder and CEO of Avolo, is the former CEO of the SunCommerce
Corporation, an enterprise e-commerce development house. Under his leadership,
SunCommerce implemented more than 70 e-commerce applications and enjoyed tremendous
growth.

Fedak is also one of the founders of Onvia.com, the leading business-to-business exchange
connectingsmall business buyers and small business sellers.

Prior to his experience with SunCommerce and Onvia.com, Fedak pioneered one of the
world's first Web-accessed trading platforms, Secure Merchant.

Stephen O’Sullivan, EVP-New Business Development • Exostar
Stephen O’Sullivan was named Executive VPof Sales, Marketing and Business Development
for Exostar in November 2000.  In this role, he has worldwide responsibility for Exostar’s
sales, marketing and business development strategies.

Prior to joining Exostar, Stephen spent 19 years at British Aerospace in various senior
management positions. Most recently, he was EVP North America Operations, responsible
for leading the newly formed BAE SYSTEMS Regional Aircraft, where he brought together
the two previously separate business streams - Asset Management and Regional Aircraft.

Prior to this appointment, he was General Manager and EVP for British Aerospace Asset
Management with responsibility for managing and remarketing the existing fleet of regional
aircraft for which British Aerospace retains responsibility.  Under Stephen’s management,
the idle portfolio today stands at less than 10% with hundreds of transactions completed
worldwide with a quality customer base.

Loren Barton, Global Account Manager/Head of Sales • Aeroxchange

Loren Barton brings more than five years of international sales and business development
experience to his current position as Global Account Manager for Supplier Adoption at
Aeroxchange.

Prior to joining Aeroxchange, he was employed by Rodel, Inc., a key supplier to the
semiconductor industry. During his career at Rodel, he held regional and global
management positions where he led sales, marketing, engineering and supply chain
initiatives for strategic customers. Additionally, he has served as a Business Development
Consultant focusing on strategic sales and market development.

Loren holds a BS in Mathematical Sciences from the University of Delaware.
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Byron Callan, First Vice President • Merrill Lynch
Byron Callan joined Merrill Lynch in August 1993 as First Vice President and Senior Industry
Analyst.  He is responsible for equity research coverage of aerospace, defense and defense
electronics companies.

Prior to joining Merrill Lynch, he had been with Prudential Securities for nine years where he
covered defense electronics and engineering and construction stocks.  Mr. Callan has been a
member of Institutional Investor magazine's All Star Team, which recognized his coverage
of the aerospace and defense electronics sector since 1987.  He has been ranked by the
Greenwich Survey of analysts for his coverage of aerospace and defense electronics, and was
President of the Aerospace Analysts Group in 1996-1997. He is a member of the Editorial
Advisory Board of the Journal of Electronic Defense.

Mr. Callan received his BA with special honors from George Washington University and has
an MBA from Columbia University's Graduate School of Business.

Joseph S. Schneider, President • JSA Partners
Joe Schneider is President of JSA Partners, Inc., a strategy consulting firm serving international
aerospace and defense clients.  Previously, he was with EDS and its consulting subsidiary
A.T. Kearney, which acquired JSA International, a firm he founded in 1981.

He has over 17 years experience and over 13 years active and reserve US Army service as an
infantry officer, primarily with Special Forces and Airborne units.  In addition, he is Chairman
of JSA Research, Inc., an aerospace and defense equity research firm ranked number one by
the Wall Street Journal. He is also a Director of Signal Technology Corporation.

He has conducted post-graduate work at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government and holds
an MBA from Harvard Business School, an MA degree in International Relations from USC,
and BS in Engineering from West Point.

Tim Meskill, Project Director-CMO • The Boeing Company
Tim Meskill began his career at Boeing in 1977 as an airline financial analyst after working
as a transportation industry analyst with the Civil Aeronautics Board.  Since joining Boeing,
he has been assigned as an airline financial analyst, airline account manager, functional
representative to the Quality Improvement Center, manager of leased airplane coordination,
and manager of industry communications.

Since January 1994, he has been Editor of the Current Market Outlook, which forecasts the
demand for world air travel and the number of aircraft required to meet projected growth.  He
is also responsible for providing data, forecasts and research studies on the commercial air
transportation market.  He was recently named Marketing Director, Airline Industry Analysis
for the Commercial Airplane Group.

Pierre Chao, Managing Director-Aerospace/Defense • Credit Suisse First Boston
Pierre Chao is a Managing Director at Credit Suisse First Boston and is the Senior Global
Aerospace/Defense Analyst.  He covers the US and global aerospace and defense industry,
following over 15 stocks including Boeing, Raytheon, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman
and General Dynamics.

Prior to joining CSFB, he had been Senior Aerospace/Defense Analyst for Morgan Stanley
Dean Witter, senior industry analyst for Smith Barney, and a Director for JSA International.

He has dual Bachelor's degrees in Political Science and Management Science from MIT, and
has been ranked the number one aerospace/defense analyst in the 1995-1999 Greenwich
Associates polls, number one in 1998-2000 Reuters Poll and has been named to the Institutional
Investor All-America Research Team from 1996-2000.

Pierre was recently appointed by President Clinton to  the National Commission on the Use
of Offsets in Defense Trade.
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Guy Dallery, General Manager-Aircraft Demand Forecast Dept. • Airbus
Guy Dallery spent over 30 years in aviation related operations and business. He joined the
Airbus Marketing Division in 1978 after spending seven years in the French Civil Aviation
Administration as Aeronautical Industry Analyst and at Pointe-a-Pitre Airport - Guadeloupe
- as Assistant to the Airport Manager.

He then spent eight years in Airbus sales in Latin America and Europe and returned to Market
Research and Planning activities in 1986, developing the Airbus GLOBAL MARKET
FORECAST tools and methodology. He actively participated to the launch of all the Airbus
single-aisle and widebody fly-by-wire products.

He is today General Manager of the Aircraft Demand Forecast Department in the Division
of Airbus Forecasts and focuses on future civil product development opportunities
illustrated recently by the successful launch of the A380.

John Walsh, President • Walsh Aviation
John Walsh, with more than 25 years experience in aerospace, founded Walsh Aviation, a
consulting service that specializes in forecasting the commercial and military aviation markets,
and identifying new business opportunities in the aerospace industry.

He is frequently quoted in numerous aerospace reports by several media outlets including the
Wall Street Journal, Nightly Business Report, USA Today, World Airline News, BBC
Worldwide News Hour, Air Transport World, and Aviation Week & Space Technology. He
maintains a focus on the cyclical nature of the industry to provide his clients with an “early
warning” or “wake-up call” by identifying the major turning points in the marketplace.

Mr. Walsh was formerly Director of Market Research for UNC, Inc., and Director of Market
Planning and Corporate Relations for Rohr. He is a graduate of Manhattan College, Columbia
University and UCLA, and has MS in Civil Engineering and an MBA.

Billie Jones, Manager-Market Planning • Pratt & Whitney

Billie Jones began his career at Pratt & Whitney in 1965. After an initial career in computer
systems and engineering management, he moved into the marketing department as an airline
analyst. When International Aero Engines was formed in 1984, he was seconded to IAE as
Director of Marketing Operations with responsibilities for forecasting, product marketing,
airline studies, and customer relations. He assumed his current position in 1993.

Mr. Jones is a graduate of North Carolina State University with a BS in Applied Mathematics.
After graduate study in Political Science, he received his MBA from the University of
Connecticut with specialization in marketing and finance.

He has chaired the large commercial aircraft forecasting panels for both the Transportation
Research Board and FEAMA.

Vern F. Thomas, Manager-Market Analysis • GE Aircraft Engines
Vern Thomas joined GE Aircraft Engines in 1968.  After a series of assignments in finance
and information systems, he moved to the market research group in 1980.  Since 1986, Mr.
Thomas has headed up the organization responsible for GE’s airline / market intelligence
databases, as well as the market analysis function and Aircraft Engines’ long-range forecast
of the commercial transport airliner market.

He graduated Magna Cum Laude with a BA in Philosophy from Duns Scotus College in
Detroit.  He also holds an  MA in English literature and an MBA in Management Information
Systems from Xavier University in Cincinnati.
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Donald Schenk, President and CEO • Airline Capital Associates
Don Schenk founded Airline Capital Associates in 1989 after working as Managing Director
in the Corporate Finance Department of Bankers Trust Company. He has over 20 years
experience in the airline and aerospace industries with extensive experience in providing
financial and advisory services on capital structure and fund raising, strategic planning and
market development, and structuring sophisticated financial instruments such as ESOPs and
tracking stocks. Internationally, his work has focused on emerging markets.

Mr. Schenk’s expertise in aviation/aerospace has been recognized by the Batelle Center for
HSCT, the National Transportation Review Board, the USAF Procurement Command, and
the National Defense Transporation Association. He is a graduate of Columbia College and
holds an MBA from Columbia University School of Business.

Airline Capital Associates is an affiliate of The Airline Monitor.

Michael R. Lazarz, Director-Business Strategy • Boeing Commercial Aviation Services
Michael Lazarz is Director of Business Strategy for Boeing Commercial Aviation Services, a
position to which he was named in July 1999.  The Commercial Aviation Services business
unit currently includes Customer Support, Boeing Airplane Services, Spares, Information
Services and Boeing Business Jets.  Lazarz is responsible for facilitating the identification of
opportunities for profitable growth and leveraging Commercial Aviation Services with other
Boeing business units.

Prior to joining Boeing, Lazarz was director of Business Operations, Marketing and New
Business Development at AlliedSignal. During his 10 years at AlliedSignal, he held positions
in financial operations cost management and marketing.  Lazarz spent eight years in the
consulting practice of Price Waterhouse.

He earned a BS degree in Business from the University of Minnesota and an MS degree in
Management Information Systems from the University of Arizona.

David J. Pritchard, PhD Researcher • University at Buffalo
David Pritchard’s career in the aerospace industry spans 20 years with Gemcor, a manufacturer
of automated riveting equipment, where he has held various positions including C-17 Program
Manager, Director of Material, Director of Operations, and currently Chief Financial Officer,
and has been part of several aircraft launch programs including the C-17, A320, A330, A340
and 777. He has also collaborated in other aircraft programs in Russia and China.

Mr. Pritchard is now finalizing his PhD dissertation for May 2001 at the State University of
New York at Buffalo, and is currently working with the Presidential Commission on Offsets
in International Trade where his research has been submitted for commission hearings.

Richard Evans, Market Forecasting Manager • Rolls-Royce
Richard Evans began his career at Rolls-Royce after graduating from Nottingham University,
where he studied Mechanical Engineering. He initially worked in the Master Scheduling and
Spares Forecasting departments.

He has since been a member of the Market Forecasting department for seven years, mostly
studying the medium/long-term market for aircraft with 100 or more seats, and has primary
responsibility of producing the Rolls-Royce 20-year market outlook.

He has been an aviation enthusiast since his youth, growing up near Manchester Airport.
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Jack B. Feir, President • Jack B. Feir & Associates
Jack B Feir & Associates is an aviation consulting firm that provides a variety of consulting
services in civil aviation, including market value appraisals of transport aircraft, forecasts of
aircraft useful lives and residual values, and maintenance condition monitoring for leased
aircraft. Clients for these services include manufacturers, aircraft owners, airlines, banks,
leasing companies and other financial institutions.

More than 4,500 transport aircraft have been appraised under Mr. Feir’s direction, and he
has been accepted in court proceedings in the US and Canada as a qualified expert witness
in matters concerning aircraft values.

Mr. Feir is a member of several professional associations including the AIAA, SAE, and the
ISTAT. He is accredited by ISTAT as a Senior Aircraft Appraiser and is one of four Appraiser
Fellows recognized by ISTAT. Between 1991 and 1994, he served as Chairman of the ISTAT
Appraisers International Board of Governors, managing the society’s appraiser program.

Dr. Adam Pilarski, Senior Vice President • AVITAS
Dr. Adam Pilarski joined AVITAS in 1997 after 17 years as an economist with Douglas
Aircraft Company. He oversees AVITAS’s valuation and consulting services, and is also
responsible for supporting customers with studies including traffic forecasts, economic
forecasts, statistical analyses, strategic planning and airline industry issues.

His last position at Douglas Aircraft Company was Chief Economist and Director of Strategic
Planning with responsibility for all economic analyses performed for the company. In addition,
Dr. Pilarski was the publisher and editor of the annual "Outlook" publications.

Dr. Pilarski published over 70 articles in professional and academic publications. He has
been a keynote speaker at many industry and academic conferences. He is a member of the
board of directors of Sage Electronics & Technology Inc. He holds a Ph.D. in Economics
from the University of Illinois.

Paul Upp, Director of Maintenance Services • United Services
As Director of Maintenance Services for United Services, Paul Upp is responsible for the
development and implementation of insourcing airframe, engine and component third party
maintenance. Over the past four years, he and his team have developed this into a $90m per
year business for United, focusing on both commercial and government opportunities. Current
major programs include support of the C-32 Vice Presidential Fleet based out of Andrews
AFB as well as a partnership with Pratt & Whitney performing engine services for C-17
Military Transports.

Prior to joining United in 1984, Mr. Upp was employed as a Senior Technical Specialist for
Federal Electric Corp., supporting the Space Shuttle and the MX missle programs. Paul’s
career at United began as an Avionics Technician and included functioning as R&E Foreman,
Planning Supervisor, Inventory Planning Manager, Manager of Supply & Distribution and
Manager of Technical Services.




